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��م+*%اه�$ .- ه@ 7- . ر DEب زر&%$ م� ه@ دار<،  م+*%ا ه+2A?ه@ .?< .- 7� =ن>- ;�/ه�$ 7+
7%نJ .�ر مI2. 8، ه@ 7- ال Dن�@ .�ر مI2. 8، ه@ 7- 7%نJ .�ر مI2. 8، ل�>DH Iر مD Gل 

2�I، ای2�!#. امDHDر K?< .- مI& 8 م+*%ا�و ا$ نOP ه�$ N%یM و . ا$ =L�ر< .- K � م7 8
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English translation:  
 
Ismaeel: Then there is metalwork that includes both copper work and jewelry making.  
But in my opinion, more than jewelry making, although jewelry making has good stuff 
too, the copper work is better. Copper artists work with brass, they also work with 
aluminum, they work with brass, but it is a custom to call them copper artists. [Pointing 
to some decorative pieces.] This artwork that you are seeing and these elegant, beautiful 
designs that you see on them, they work it with a pen, a metal pen. They call it pen craft. 
That is really very interesting artworks that are reminders of the artworks from Telatapa, 
although probably there are not as elegant as those. Because those periods are gone and 
the patience and attention that humans gave that time is rare now. At that time, there still 
were not any machine tools. People had not invented them. They didn’t know, so they 
would put all their artistic taste for handwork. But still, you can see the influence of that 
taste in our metal artwork. Besides these, there is stone cutting (stone decoration) that … 
we don’t have the examples for that here, unfortunately. In stone decoration too, in 
stones, they engrave beautiful designs. They would write beautifully on them or they 
would draw flowers, that the leaves, small lines in the leaves were also drawn on the 
stones. Now all that remains are in some shrines and very old artwork and, unfortunately, 
stone decoration has become very simple. They make things from stones, of course. Still, 
the designs with azure are very customary in our country. From azure and some metals 
that jewelers use, they make designs on stone. There, it is a combination of arts…of 
jewelry making and stone decoration, which means that they mix stone decoration and 
jewelry making with each other.  
 
This indicates that a civilization existed that concentrated its taste, art and elegance in 
handcraft and created very new and beautiful artworks that are probably unique of their 
kind. It is unique because here, in this region, it has really been a meeting and mixing. 
The mixing of civilizations was widespread in the current land that we call it as Bakhtar, 
or Afghanistan, or in the past some parts of it were called Khurasan. From the Chinese 
art to Turkistan and India and lands of Iran, and Arab and Greece, all is here. Even today 
we have the influence of Greece. It is customary among people … Aristotle, Socrates and 
Plato are known by common people, and we also have Greek Medicine. There are also 
other examples of Greek influence, which is clear. But generally, everything else is a 
mixture, a mixture that we can only call it art of this land or art of Afghanistan today. Or 
we can call it art of Khurasan, although referring it to the name Khurasan makes it a bit 
complicated. In its wholeness, the total depiction of this art can be seen in the Kushanian 
period, that I talked about its samples as an example earlier. Things in Telatapa or things 
that were found in Aikhanum are influenced by Greece in some ways, but in Telatapa and 
some other artwork this influence has been taken to the stage of invention and creation. 
The artists had integrated in all the experiences and created new things. In all these 
things, from the sewing to weaving, to jewelry making, copper work, wood work and 
stone cutting and decoration, in all that there are new sides that need a fresh 
anthropological and cultural study. All these need to be studied, especially that, 
unfortunately, our history and culture hasn’t been studied through this lens.  
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